 Transition scale from geostrophically balanced to unbalanced motions is documented 9 from satellite altimetry data for the first time. 10  Results agree with in situ observations and predictions from high-resolution models 11 including tidal forcing. 12 Abstract 13 The ocean's sea surface height (SSH) field is a complex mix of motions in geostrophic 14 balance and high-frequency tides, internal tides and internal gravity waves. The transition 15 scale Lt, at which unbalanced ageostrophic motions dominate balanced geostrophic motions, 16
. Illustration of the methodology used for finding the transition scale (Lt). Spectra for 120 AL and J2 are computed inside a 15° by 15° box off South America (centered at 30°S, 121 260°E). Estimates are performed on the unbiased spectra (i.e. after removing the noise level 122 found between 15 and 30 km wavelength). The spectral slope for balanced motions is 123 computed inside the mesoscale wavelength range (cf. Methods), while a k -2 slope is imposed 124 between the lower limit of the mesoscale wavelength range and the 30 km limit. Lt is then 125 found where both the k -2 curve and the mesoscale spectral slope fitted lines intercept. If the 126 intercept falls within the mesoscale wavelength range (in regions of shallow slope for 127 example) or is found to be less than 30 km, Lt is not estimated (white regions on Figures 2 to 128 4). (2) where the Lt found is smaller than 30 km, which lies within 137 the predefined noise limit. the mesoscale energy cascade also tends to be steeper, more closely resembling quasi-176 geostrophic dynamics (Callies and Ferrari, 2013; Sasaki et al., 2014; Vergara et al., 2019) .
177
The summer mixed layer is thin with a strong pycnocline which enhances surface unbalanced 178 motions kinetic energy, particularly the higher baroclinic modes (e.g. Rocha et al., 2016a) .
179
The combination of a steeper "mesoscale" turbulent slope and a more energetic IGW k -2 slope for their eastern counterparts). Yet our altimetry-based estimates of Lt reflect the same 195 patterns of seasonal shifts described above (Fig. 3) , with summer L t values being larger (by 20 196 to 40 Km on average) than winter L t values. The spatial distribution of the seasonally-197 averaged L t is similar to the 2-year average pattern, and only small differences between the 198 ESSOAr | https:/doi.org/10.1002/essoar.10501996.1 | CC_BY_4.0 | First posted online: Wed, 22 Jan 2020 13:50:19 | This content has not been peer reviewed. two seasons analyzed are visible (Fig. 3a, b ). This is more clearly represented by the 199 differences ASO-FMA and summarized by its zonal average (Fig 3c, d) . The amplitude of Our analyses are largely based on the premise that the spectral slope at wavenumbers smaller 216 than the local eddy length scale follows the empirical Garrett-Munk k -2 spectral slope (Garrett 217 and Munk, 1972) . To test how robust our IGW spectral slopes estimates are, Figure 4 shows 218 the deviations of the local spectral slope from the theoretical slope, based on the r 2 coefficient 219 of our least-squares fit to the k -2 slope within the submesoscale wavenumber range. Using alongtrack data, we observe that this condition is well met in the intertropical oceans Despite the inherent resolution limitations of the current generation of altimeters, the fact that 280 SSH from along-track observations can be used to detect the shift from balanced to 281 unbalanced motions over the mid-latitudes using a statistical, spectral approach is very 282 encouraging. At high latitudes, where the spatial scales of are at smaller wavelengths, the 283 resolution and noise of the current generation of nadir altimeters limits their ability to fully 284 observe these Lt scales and seasonal variability. Current efforts in SAR reprocessing are 285 expected to increase the observability of fine scales in the meso to submesoscale wavelength 286 range from recent missions (i.e. Sentinel-3A and 3B), however this is not yet in operational 287 stage. The next-generation of altimetric missions are expected to deliver finer spatial 288 resolution SSH data with noise levels well below the current-generation altimeters. One such 289 mission is the SWOT mission that will have 2D SSH resolution capability and noise levels 290 more than ten times lower than conventional altimeters (cf. Fu et al., 2012) . This will 291 represent a leap forward in terms of resolution for fine-scale structures and will undoubtably 292 contribute to the current efforts of the oceanographic community towards disentangling the 293 dynamics involved in the oceanic variability at fine scales. 
